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The burning of herbs has been a ritual to various cultures for 
years. The burning of sage, specifically, is one of the oldest and 
purist methods of cleansing a person, group of person, or space. 
This practice of wellness and healing is where my concept derived 
from, as I aimed to create a space for guests to restore, relax and 
be reunited with their roots. The House of Sage is a luxurious 
wellness resort located on the mountain coast of Bali, Indonesia. 
Through simplistic architecture, the diffusion of the indoors and 
outdoors through both natural and artificial light, the use of raw 
materials, and a neutral color pallet, the resort prvides an envi-
ronemnt that allows guests to focus on their mental, physical and 
emotional health. In addition to promoting personal wellness, the 
diffusion of artificial and natural light brings the guests together in 
both a social and environmental way. 
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The above perspectives represent the facade of the resort. The lighting design applied to the facade is crucial, as this is the first point of experience for the guests. Natural daylight is emphasized through the space between each 
of the four architecture overhangs. Although the facade provides protection from weather, it does not entirely close out the natural daylight which allows personal connection to the environment. Another lighting feature 
includes a backlit, down lit and uplit live green wall. Not only does this wall promote a sense of nature, as the guest can visually see greenery emphasized by artifical light, but the ivy naturally filters airborne toxinx in the air. The 
last and most prominent lighting feature in the facade is the water wall which is down and uplit. This water feature creates an expereince for the guests as they walk “through” the feature upon entering the lobby. Not only does 
this create a direct connection to the environment but it brigns the guests together to connect through experience. 
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The top below render is a view fo the lobby reception. The lighting design applied is crucial to the lobby space as it 
primarily indicates the connection between the resort employees and guests. This desk is emphazied through a lighting 
feature that includes a staggered stone wall with cover lighting recessed vertically on each divot. The lighting is also 
3000K CCT to continue the warm atmosphere throughout. The lobby is also lined in over sixty linear feet of warm cove 
lighting that downlights the space creating a comfortable atmosphere.

The left perspectives represdent the 
water wall feature of the resort lobby. 
The lighting design applied to the 
lobby is also crucial, as this is the first 
interior destinateion for the guests. 
There is importance in continuin the 
connection through lighting from the 
facade to the lobby. This was done 
by creating a water wall as the focal 
point upon entry. Although it isnt a 
water wall to walk through like the 
entry, it is floor to ceiling and is backlit 
and down and up lit. This directly 
connects the guests to the outdoor 
environment even in the interior 
space.
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The perspective below represents the dining lounge & 
bar of the resort. The lighting design applied to the bar is 
crucial as it must provide both functional lighting and 
mood lighting to create a space for the guests to eat, 
drink and be social in a comfortable way. The bar 
includes both undercabient lighting under the floating 
shelves and waterfall counter as well as a custom 
draped wire pendant chandelier. 

The above and below  perspectives respent the terrace of the resort.  The lighting design applied to the terrace is crucial as it is the diffusion of the outdoors and indoors of the resort. In order to create a space that the guest could not neces-
sarily tell what was the outdoors and what was the indoors, an architectural slat wood overhang was designed to run up over and through the terrace into the dining lounge and bar. This archietctural overhang allows the natural daylguht 
to be let into the space along with wall wash mounted cove lights installed to continue this ligthing vibe into the night time, This space also includes a couple outdoor wall sconces which diffuse warm light on the terrace. 

It was important to continue the environemntal connection through the terrace as well. To emphasize this, a backlit and down and uo lit live wall was included on the far wall. This live green wall mimics the other two that are isntalled in the 
terrace live green wall
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